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Dynamics 365 Marketing allow setting up a collection 

of segments, which you'll define by using terms that 

resemble those you already use to describe groups of 

customers, such as "female wine enthusiasts over 40 

living in San Francisco" or "craft beer fans from North 

Carolina who visited our booth at the festival.“

Then marketers use these segments to target 

marketing initiatives like email-marketing campaigns 

and customer journeys

On some occasions, marketers just need to quickly 

reach out couple of contacts which are gathered via 

spreadsheets (ex. csv files)

This demo explains how marketers can quickly create segments from a spreadsheet using Dynamics 365 Marketing and Dataverse 

capabilities



Segmentation engine works on records which are stored within 

Dataverse or Customer Insights1 there is currently no OOB functionality 

to directly use spreadsheets

Static segments are populated by adding contacts explicitly, one at a 

time. Therefore, it is more convenient to leverage static segments for our 

scenario 

1 Use continuously updating, multidata-source segments from Customer Insights is in Public Preview

2 Target customers through Lead entities without creating a parent Contact will be available for public preview in August 2021

“Contact” entity is the main pillar of Dynamics 365 Marketing and must 

be leveraged to create segments2

Contact data in the file may contain duplicates which needs to be 

validated via;

1. Duplicate Detection Rules

2. Alternate Keys

3. Plugins



Customize contact entity; 

1. Create a field to identify each contact 

that is part of a given spreadsheet

2. Allow update for existing contacts via 

defining alternate key on e-mail address

Prepare 

spreadsheet to be 

imported

Import data using 

into Dataverse

Create a static 

segment that finds 

all contacts 

included in the 

spreadsheet via 

query

Leverage static 

segment in any 

Customer Journey



Demo



Import records from CSV file

How alternate key and duplicate detection work during import

Import and e-mail all contacts from a spreadsheet

Dynamics 365 Marketing 2021 Wave 1 Release Notes

How to create columns in Dataverse

Create alternate keys

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/marketing/import-data#import-records-from-a-csv-file
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/marketing/import-data#how-alternate-key-and-duplicate-detection-work-during-import
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/marketing/email-excel
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365-release-plan/2021wave1/marketing/dynamics365-marketing/use-customer-journeys-target-leads-addition-contacts
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powerapps/maker/data-platform/create-edit-fields
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powerapps/developer/data-platform/define-alternate-keys-entity#create-alternate-keys
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